Clearance Gap: Does It Really Matter for the Evaluation of Vascular Access Function?
Vascular access (VA) stenosis increases the risk of VA obstruction due to the gradual progress of intimal thickening. Therefore, we should try to detect VA stenosis early. However, we do not have a cutoff for when a difference between prescribed Kt/V and delivered Kt/V reflects a clinical issue. Thus, we have devised a new index, the 'clearance gap' (CL-Gap), which quantifies the difference between the effective clearance (eCL) of a hemodialysis (HD) patient and the theoretical clearance (tCL) of a dialyzer to detect a decrease in dialysis efficiency due to VA dysfunction. We propose a qualitative technique of analyzing dialysis (the CL-Gap method) concerning Kt/V by estimating the eCL based on the delivered Kt/V and the difference with the tCL based on the dialyzer. When VA recirculation and blood removal failure occurs, the eCL decreases, and it is expected that the CL-Gap increases. On the contrary, if uniform internal removal occurs, the eCL rises when we overestimate the delivered Kt/V and the CL-Gap is expected to decrease. However, we cannot judge whether a high CL-Gap indicates VA dysfunction immediately because it is necessary to consider not only VA dysfunction, but also the effect of other factors on the CL-Gap. Key Messages: We believe that it is important to think about VA function in a qualitative manner when managing the dose using the CL-Gap to achieve better dialysis treatment.